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ABSTRACT Fold recognition techniques assist
the exploration of protein structures, and web-
based servers are part of the standard set of tools
used in the analysis of biochemical problems. De-
spite their success, current methods are only able to
predict the correct fold in a relatively small number
of cases. We propose an approach that improves the
selection of correct folds from among the results of
two methods implemented as web servers (SAMT99
and 3DPSSM). Our approach is based on the train-
ing of a system of neural networks with models
generated by the servers and a set of associated
characteristics such as the quality of the sequence-
structure alignment, distribution of sequence fea-
tures (sequence-conserved positions and apolar resi-
dues), and compactness of the resulting models. Our
results show that it is possible to detect adequate
folds to model 80% of the sequences with a high level
of confidence. The improvements achieved by tak-
ing into account sequence characteristics open the
door to future improvements by directly including
such factors in the step of model generation. This
approach has been implemented as an automatic
system LIBELLULA, available as a public web server
at http://www.pdg.cnb.uam.es/servers/libellula.html.
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INTRODUCTION

The increasing amount of data generated by genome
sequencing requires new methods of assigning function to
the new sequences. Structural information is of primary
importance for functional annotation of uncharacterized
proteins. Efforts and investments in high throughput
X-ray and NMR methods need to be paralleled by the
development of additional computational tools for struc-
tural proteomics.

An efficient alternative to the systematic prediction of
protein structures is homology modeling in which an
experimentally determined protein structure is used to
iteratively derive the structure of a sequence-similar tar-
get protein. However, this technique cannot be applied
unless the template of the solved structure has a sequence
similarity to the target of at least 30%.1–4 At present, only

a fraction of the known proteomes can be modeled by this
procedure.5

The best alternative for the remaining proteins are
threading methods.6–17 In this case, the first step is to
recognize possible folds that can accommodate the query
sequence. This process, known as “fold recognition,” can be
applied by using techniques based on information derived
from known protein structures16 or based on specialized
sequence comparison methods with hidden Markov mod-
els.15 Once a suitable template is identified, the query
sequence and the template sequence are aligned with each
other, a step known as threading. The coordinates of the
template protein are used to build the structural model of
the query protein; the explicit model, based on the initial
sequence-structure alignment, is optimized with align-
ment and three-dimensional (3D) model-building tech-
niques. Although fold recognition and threading can be
differentiated, in practice different programs tend to com-
bine them in a single procedure.

Here we present an approach that improves the selec-
tion of correct folds from fold recognition results given by
two methods. The first, SAMT99, uses an iterative hidden
Markov model-based method for finding proteins similar
to the target sequence15,18; the second, 3DPSSM, is based
on 1D and 3D sequence profiles coupled with secondary
structure and solvation potential information.16 The two
methods are representative of the two classes of sequence-
and structure-based fold recognition methods described
above. Both methods can process large volumes of data
from genome sequencing and are available to the public as
web servers. Furthermore, both servers were evaluated
during the recent CAFASP2 experiment.19 Most of the
targets (21 of 26) used in the evaluation were difficult to
predict because they did not have any detectable sequence
similarity with proteins of known structure. If correctly
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predicted residues are defined as those placed �3.5 Å from
their correct position in the known structure, the results
indicate that 3DPSSM and SAMT99 have average predic-
tions of 23% and 12%, respectively, of folds correctly
recognized, scoring among the most powerful tools for the
derivation of protein models. The CAFASP2 evaluation
shows that there is still room for improvement.

We propose the use of additional information to improve
the first step of fold recognition. We trained a back-
propagation neural network (NN) system for each server,
to distinguish between correct and incorrect models. NNs
have been shown previously to be useful in the context of
fold recognition, and a number of methods use NNs as part
of their architecture.11,17,20 In our method, we trained a
back-propagation NN for each server with nine features,
including data on the sequence-structure alignment, shape
of the initial explicit model, and distribution in the model
of conserved and apolar residues. The score of the thread-
ing servers was also an input.

One clear difference with other methods that use NNs as
part of their methodology is that our approach uses all this
additional information and not only the alignments that
were successfully combined with statistical potentials in
GenTHREADER.17 To the difference of the so-called meta-
servers, which use NNs to combine the output of various
threading servers (i.e., Pcons20), our method includes
information additional to the servers results (which is not
the case in Pcons) with the results of a single server
(SAMT99 or 3DPSSM). By doing that, our method can be
considered as a filter of the results of a server with the
combination of information not explicitly taken into ac-
count by the initial threading methods. The information of
the initial threading servers is only combined at the level
of the output, and this combination is done according to the
scores of the NNs system. For the contrary, the metaserv-
ers use the NN engine to combine the results of other
servers directly.

Our results show that additional information filtered by
NNs can significantly improve the ability of the threading
methods to distinguish correct from incorrect models. We
also found that basic information, such as compactness of
the protein folds and distribution of conserved residues, is
not used explicitly in current threading methods.

Our method, called LIBELLULA, is fully automatic, and
it is available as a public web server at http://www.pdg.
cnb.uam.es/servers/libellula.html. LIBELLULA has been
inscribed in CASP5 (http://predictioncenter.llnl.gov/casp5/
Casp5.html) and CAFASP3 (http://www.cs.bgu.ac.il/
�dfischer/CAFASP3/) and also in the continuous evalua-
tion system “EVA”.21

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Definitions

In what follows, query proteins are the sequences submit-
ted to the servers: Template folds refers to the folds
returned by the servers for the constructions of the models.
Implicit models are the translation of the query sequences
into the corresponding template folds according to the
alignments provided by the servers, also called sequence-

structure alignment. Finally, explicit models are the 3D
models that would result from the modeling of the struc-
tures according to the sequence-structure alignment of the
implicit models.

By fold recognition we characterize the first step of the
process, in which the possible templates are proposed by
the servers for a given query sequence, whereas threading
is the second phase in which the sequence-structure
alignments are constructed.

We use “Correct” and “Incorrect” to qualify the predicted
folds on the basis of their comparison with the correspond-
ing real structures, performed by computing the z-score
parameter of the FSSP database.22

We use the terms “Accurate” and “Inaccurate” to qualify
the predictions given by the threading servers or by the
corresponding NNs. This includes accurate and inaccurate
predictions of correct and incorrect folds. In many re-
spects, it is interesting to predict accurately correct and
incorrect folds for a sequence.

The initial set of 796 protein chains used for training,
testing, and validating each NN was obtained from the
structurally nonredundant set of the TOPITS fold li-
brary,11 and it is available at http://www.pdg.cnb.uam.es/
servers/libellulaTrainingSet.txt. This set contains com-
plete protein chains with lengths running from 21 to 905
amino acids, with a mean length of 207 amino acids.

From all the templates returned by the servers, we
removed those that had �25% of identity with the query
proteins (in the case of 3DPSSM, because of the high
number of models sent by the server, we also rejected all
the models resulting in a server score �1, following the
server indications). By this procedure we collected a set of
344 query proteins and 1199 templates from the 3DPSSM
server and a set of 357 query proteins and 966 templates
from SAMT99.

The NN performance was scored with a cross-validation
procedure on the eight subsets obtained by randomly
dividing each of the two data sets collected from the two
servers.

Structure of the NN

The NN architecture comprises an input layer with nine
neurons, a hidden layer with five neurons and two neurons
as output units (Fig. 1). The topology and specifications
were selected after testing the predictive power of several
network configurations. We used the SNNS package23 to
develop the networks (NN) applied to the servers.

Input information for NN

The nine input neurons were fed with the following
features for each template, given a query sequence:

1. The score of the threading server (in terms of e-value for
SAMT99 and 3DPSSM).

2. Closeness of conserved residues. Conserved residues
are defined as those completely invariant in the
corresponding HSSP alignments,3 available at “ftp://
ftp.embl-heidelberg.de/pub/databases/protein_extras/
hssp/”.
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We calculated the distribution of distances between
all pairs of conserved residues and compared it to the
distribution of distances for all other pairs of residues.
The difference between these two distributions was
calculated for every template resulting of the prediction
of a server for each query. The comparison was based on
the weighted harmonic average previously described as
“Xd”.24

Xd � �
i � 1

n2

Pic � Pia

di � n (1)

where n is the number of distance bins (there are 15
equally distributed bins from 0 to 60 Ȧ). di is the upper
limit for each bin (normalized to 60). Pic is the percent-
age of conserved pairs with distance between di and
di�1. Pia is the same percentage for all pairs of posi-
tions. Defined in this way, Xd � 0 indicates no separa-
tion between the two distance populations, Xd � 0
indicates positive cases in which the population of
conserved pairs is shifted to shorter distances with
respect to the population of all pairs.

3. Closeness of apolar residues. A calculation similar to
that described above was conducted for the apolar
residues (Ala, Leu, Ile, Val, Met, Trp, and Phe). We
demonstrated previously that conserved and apolar
residues contain information about protein structures
that is complementary to that contained in some thread-
ing methods.25

4. Fold compactness is evaluated from the �2 test of the
distribution of distances for the implicit models and the
original template structures.

�2 � �
i

�Ni � ni�
2

ni
(2)

where Ni is the number of distances between residues
within each bin (defined as in the Xd) for the template
protein and ni is the same for the query protein.

5. Length of the template sequence.
6. Length of the query sequence.
7. Length of the sequence-structure alignment (implicit

model) defined as the number of aligned residues
between the query sequence and the template provided
by the server.

8. Fraction of the query sequence built in the implicit
model, expressed as percentage of the query sequence
aligned to the template in the implicit model.

These last four parameters account for the possible
similarity in length between the query sequence and
the correspondent template, as indicators of the se-
quence to structure fitting.

9. Percentage of identity between the query and template
sequences. It has been reported that even weak similari-
ties can reinforce the signals provided by threading
methods.26

All the values were presented to the NN as normalized
real values.

NN Output Information

The two output units of the NN represent the goodness
of the implicit models, encoded in the form “1-0” for
“correct models” and “0-1” for incorrect models. For the
training of the NNs, the classification as “correct” or
“incorrect” was based on the structural similarity between
the target models and the query proteins (known in the
case of the training sets). The structural similarity was
measured from the Z-score parameter of the FSSP data-
base,22 which allows simple, direct calculation. The divi-
sion between correct and incorrect models corresponds to
the initial intention of improving the “fold recognition”
step, and it is not concerned with the structural similarity
between the implicit threading model and the query
structure, which corresponds to the threading step.

We classified models as correct or incorrect by using
three cutoff values of structural similarity: 6, 8, and 10
(z-score values) as computed by FSSP.

Assigning Confidence Levels to the Predictions

The output values of the NNs were used to assess the
confidence of the predictions. This confidence is defined as
the difference between the values of the two output
neurons, one for the prediction of correct and the other for
the prediction of incorrect. For instance, on the hypotheti-
cal case of a correct model, the desired output would be 1/0.
If the result provided by the two output neurons were 0.8
and 0.2, respectively, the model would have been predicted
as a correct one, and the confidence of the prediction would
have been calculated as int(abs (0.8 � 0.2) � 10) � 6.

In this way, it is possible to obtain independent confi-
dence values for each model given by a server. The output
of the system is the sorted list of models by the confidence
values. It is important to remark that the predictions of
the NNs for each threading method are completely indepen-
dent, but the final results are combined on the basis of the
confidence values of the NNs.

Fig. 1. Architecture of the NN. There are nine input neurons (the
parameters for these inputs are written along with them), five hidden
neurons in one hidden layer, and an output layer of two neurons that
codified for “1–0” (correct model) or “0–1” (incorrect model).
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Training and Testing Procedures

The protein sets were divided randomly into eight
equal-sized cross-validation subsets, six for training, one
for testing, and one for validating the network. Thus, the
predictor was composed of eight subnetworks for each
protein set. The final score was the average of the perfor-
mance of all the tests of each subnet. In each cross-
validation process, the best network was selected on the
basis of its performance on the test set (training indepen-
dent proof), and finally, the accuracy of the network was
evaluated on the validation set (training and selection-
independent proofs).

A typical training process consisted of 100,000 cycles
and took 3 h in a cluster of 12 workstations under Linux
SuSE 7.1.

Evaluation of the Results

Accuracy is computed as:

accuracy �
number of correct predictions
number of total predictions (3)

NN and threading programs were evaluated at different
threshold values of the threading programs and confidence
values. The discrimination between correct and incorrect
models is carried out at different threshold values of
structural similarity (Z-score of FSSP).

At a given NN confidence value, the reference value for
the prediction is computed as follows:

Reference value �

number of data of the most
abundant class

total number of data (4)

where the most abundant class corresponds to correct/
incorrect template folds (depending on which of them
contains more models). The reference value is the mini-
mum threshold for useful NN predictions: it computes the
performance of a fixed predictor if all the templates belong
to a single class (correct/incorrect). Scoring procedures
were performed independently for each result obtained
from 3DPSSM and SAMT99 servers.

RESULTS

We evaluate the method used for generating fold recogni-
tion models and the NN predictions conducted on these
models. Model correctness is deduced from the similarity
of the known structure of the query protein and the
proposed structure by fold recognition methods for that
protein. A real example of the type of results obtained is
given in Table I, for the query sequence P49158:acetyl-
coenzyme A carboxylase carboxyl transferase subunit beta.
Table I shows how the list of models recovered by the
servers was reordered according to the LIBELLULA evalu-
ation: one set with the good models in first place, and
another one with the bad models in second place. Each set
ordered by the confidence of the evaluation (in both cases,
it runs from 0, the less reliable, to 9, the most reliable).

The confidence values indicate the validity of the struc-
tures for model building, rather than the quality of the
models themselves.

The predictions of the servers are classified as accurate
predictions of correct fold, if the FSSP Z-score obtained for
the target sequence structure and the template pair is
better than a given threshold, and inaccurate predictions
of correct fold for all the other cases. The first section of the
results analyzes these predictions.

The second section analyzes the predictions of the NN;
in this case, the predictions are classified as correct or
incorrect models depending on NN output values. In the
case of the NN, both predictions are qualified by a confi-
dence value that quantifies the tendency observed by the
NN. The results are analyzed separately for predictions of
correct and incorrect models at different levels of confi-
dence.

The third section analyzes how the server predictions
can be improved by further analyzing the fold templates
with NNs. In this case, the results are analyzed separately
for different e-values of the servers, because the possibility
of improving the results depends critically on the values of
the servers. In this section, the accuracy of the predictions
is analyzed for predictions of both correct and incorrect
templates.

For the following it is important to notice that we have
two types of accurate NN predictions: accurate predictions
of a template to be correct and accurate predictions of a

TABLE I. Information Managed During the Evaluation of
P49158 Query Sequence

Server
Fold

returned
E-value of
the server

NN
evaluation

NN
confidence

SAMT99 1ccwB 0.28 Good model 5
3DPSSM 1gwz 1.39 Good model 1
3DPSSM 1ldcA 2.16 Good model 0
3DPSSM lsmaA 2.4 Good model 0
SAMT99 1jvnA 0.7 Bad model 8
SAMT99 1cb7B 0.28 Bad model 5
3DPSSM 1ad5A 5.23 Bad model 4
3DPSSM 1tplA 5.35 Bad model 4
3DPSSM 1ltdA 7.13 Bad model 4
3DPSSM 1ej9A 8.02 Bad model 4
3DPSSM 2src 8.62 Bad model 4
3DPSSM 1nseA 2.76 Bad model 3
3DPSSM 1b3oB 3.28 Bad model 3
3DPSSM 1eceA 3.38 Bad model 3
3DPSSM 1avaA 3.79 Bad model 3
3DPSSM 1bvzA 4.69 Bad model 3
3DPSSM 1edqA 4.92 Bad model 3
3DPSSM 2aaa 5.77 Bad model 3
3DPSSM 1qhoA 6.1 Bad model 3
3DPSSM 1nodA 6.46 Bad model 3
3DPSSM 8gep 7.85 Bad model 3
3DPSSM 1a4yA 2.51 Bad model 2

Example of the results of LIBELLULA for the query sequence P49158.
The first column shows the server that produced the fold evaluated,
the second column contains the fold proposed by the server, the third
one corresponds to the e-value assigned by the threading method, the
fourth column shows the evaluation of the model done by the NN and
the last one contains the confidence of the evaluation.
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template to be incorrect. Both cases are complementary
and equally important to discriminate correct from incor-
rect templates.

Performance of the Servers on the Test Sets

The evaluation of the comparison was extracted from
the FSSP database, where the similarities between pro-
tein structures are expressed in terms of Z-scores. To
simplify the evaluation of the methods, folds are consid-
ered correct if they have a Z-score better than a given
threshold (6, 8, or 10). The predictions of the servers are
divided in accurate predictions of correct fold, if the FSSP
Z-score obtained for the target sequence structure and the
template pair is better than a given threshold and inaccu-
rate ones for all the other cases.

The performance of the two servers on the selected
databases are shown by plotting the number of predicted
models and accuracy of the prediction as a function of the
e-values (Fig. 2). Only a small fraction of models are
predicted with high scores (low e-values) with a high
accuracy by both servers. Concomitantly, most of the
templates are found in the region of worst scores (high
e-values), where both servers are performing with a moder-
ate level of accuracy (Fig. 2). Now the question arises: can
we improve the prediction in the region characterized by
high e-values? With this aim, we implemented an NN-
based filter, which uses the server’s scores and additional
information to filter out the servers’ outputs.

NN Filtering

Filtering of the models generated by the two fold recogni-
tion servers with NNs is shown by plotting the results at

Fig. 2. Accuracy of the threading predictions. In these incremental
plots an estimation of fold recognition predictions by 3DPSSM (top) and
SAMT99 (bottom) are shown. In both cases, the percentage of accurate
predictions was obtained as the ratio of the number of correct predictions
to the number of total predictions multiplied by 100. In this case, we use
the same FSSP Z-score cutoff as in the NN evaluations (� 10
corresponds to a correct template; all the rest are incorrect templates).
The percentage of data used along the graphs corresponds to the number
of templates with an e-value equal to or lower than the one appearing in
the x axis.

Fig. 3. Accuracy of the correct and incorrect predictions based on NNs
at different levels of confidence. In these incremental graphs, percent-
ages of NN accurate predictions for correct and incorrect folds, calculated
as the ratio of the number of accurate predictions of a class (correct or
incorrect templates) to the number of total cases of this class are shown
versus the NN reliability estimated as the difference between desirable
and obtained NN outputs for the validation set of proteins. Each graph
corresponds to an independent experiment, providing an independent NN
to classify templates coming from each threading program. The reference
level for each server is also shown.
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increasing values of confidence levels of the NN (Fig. 3). In
this case, it is clear that high-confidence regions account
for more accurate predictions (of correct and incorrect
models) than low ones. In the case of SAMT99 at 0 value of
confidence (all predictions included), LIBELLULA per-
forms with an accuracy of 75% (accurate predictions for
correct templates over total predictions) and 81% for
incorrect templates (accurate predictions of incorrect tem-
plates). At a confidence value of 9, it scores 88% for correct
and 91% for incorrect templates, indicating that at increas-
ing reliability levels the discriminating capability of LIBEL-
LULA improves. This is also the case for the NN filter of
3DPSSM, which increases accuracy from 82 to 88% and
from 84 to 95% for correct and noncorrect templates with
the increase in the confidence level.

The NN accuracy values are higher than the NN refer-
ence level of the initial predictions of the server, which
shows the improvement provided by the method. It should
also be noticed that the levels of prediction accuracy are
similar for correct and incorrect models, an observation
that confirms the consistency of the method (Fig. 4).

Analyzing the Combined Results of the NN and
Threading Servers

In Figure 5, it is shown that when the servers have great
confidence in the predictions (low e-values), the NN results
are comparable with that of the original method. In this
e-value range, however, the number of detected models is
very low. In contrast, it is when the scores of the servers
are relatively bad (high e-values) that the NN significantly
improves the starting method performance. Actually, this
is not only the most interesting region (e-value � 1E-24 for
SAMT99 and e-value � 1E-11 for 3DPSSM) for the applica-
tion of the NN, but it is also the most populated (65% of
total templates for SAMT99 and 95% for 3DPSSM).

In Figure 5, it is clear that there is a correlation between
the e-value of the servers and the level of their prediction
accuracy. The levels of false positives of both servers
shown here are probably lower than the ones obtained
with large sets of real proteins (CAFASP type of evalua-
tions), because these evaluations are performed by using
known folds that the servers already have in their data-
bases. Although we filtered all models with �25% of
sequence identity, that is a postfiltering that may not
avoid completely the internal use of this information by
the servers during their calculations.

Evaluation of the Results at Different Levels of
Structural Similarity

The results described in the section above were gener-
ated by considering as threshold for separating correct and
incorrect values a cutoff of 10 for the Z-score of FSSP. The
consequences of varying this threshold are analyzed in
Figure 6. For both servers, NN accuracies are not very
dependent on the level of structural similarity used. These
results were expected because in each case NN is trained
to recognize templates with a certain minimum of similar-
ity to the target protein. This behavior shows that the NN
training procedure is a robust method to discriminate
templates with different levels of similarity to a target
protein.

Increasing the threshold is equivalent to considering
fewer folds as correct frameworks for the generation of
models. In this case, it is obvious that the predictions are
more difficult to make and require more precision of the
methods. This requirement extends equally to the thread-
ing servers and the additional NN analysis.

In contrast, decreasing the threshold implies accepting
more folds as correct frameworks. At the limit, if all the
folds are considered correct, the number of accurate predic-

Fig. 4. Server (3DPSSM) and NN predictions evaluation. This figure illustrates the difference between the
server (3DPSSM) and the NN: although the server gives a list of “correct” templates sorted by their accuracy
estimation (left pie chart), the network can separate this information into two classes: correct and incorrect
templates (right pie charts) based on a given FSSP Z-score threshold (10 in this case). The same cutoff for
FSSP Z-score was used to estimate the predictions in the server case. “Accurate predictions” refers to those
templates classified as correct for a real Z-score of FSSP equal to or higher than the cutoff value, and incorrect
ones for the rest. This scheme was also applied for SAMT99 with similar results.
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tion of correct models will be equal to the threshold set for
the servers (Fig. 6), and the predictions of the server
coincides with that of NNs. In the light of these consider-
ations, the threshold of 10 for the Z-score of FSSP used for
the work described above seems to be a reasonable choice
with a good balance of correct and incorrect folds (596
correct folds of 1199 total templates for 3DPSSM and 481
correct folds of 966 total templates for SAMT99).

Evaluation of the Sensitivity and Specificity of the
NNs

The sensitivity (true positives/(true positives 	 false
negatives)) and the specificity (true negatives/(true nega-
tives 	 false positives)) have been represented under
Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) curves (Fig. 7).
They were calculated for the NNs under a cutoff of 10,
according to the more restrictive Z-score of FSSP. Rates
were obtained for correct and incorrect models and for the
NNs of both servers. In every case, as appear in the ROC

curves, even with high sensitivity, the false-positive rate
(1-specificity) remains low, showing again the consistency
of the method.

DISCUSSION

The quick derivation of protein models is a key resource
for Structural Proteomics, Pharmacology, Molecular Biol-
ogy, and Biochemistry. During the last few years, a
number of valuable resources have been created for the
derivation of protein models on the web, in the form of
threading servers. Still, there are many areas in which the
predictions of these servers can be improved, especially, in
the structure of the possible models and the integration of
sequence information.

We have shown that sequence-derived information, such
as completely conserved residues, apolar residues, and
tree-determinant residues, is important for protein model-
ing25 and protein-protein docking.24

Here we used two servers, among the best in the recent
CAFASP2 evaluation20 and reevaluated the models with
NNs trained to recognize correct and incorrect ones. The
results show that the servers are highly accurate when the
scores are good (low e-values), accounting for a small
number of models (75% of accuracy for �50% of models in
SAMT99 and �10% in 3DPSSM) and far less accurate
when the scores are bad (high e-values). Unfortunately, in
many practical applications of threading, most of the
models do not have high e-values.27–29

It is in this region of low scores that filtering of the
models with NNs becomes a valuable tool. Our results
show that it is possible to discriminate between correct
and incorrect folds by using NN filtering. These results
suggest interesting applications. The first is the direct
implementation of the NN as a postserver filter able to
rescore the server results with additional information that
can help to distinguish additional correct and incorrect
folds. It may also be possible to implement the NN directly
in the threading servers. Following the first approach, we
implemented a system LIBELLULA (http://www.pdg.cnb.
uam.es/servers/libellula.html), which is participating in
the CAFASP3 and CASP5 experiments and also included
in EVA,21 providing an open way to estimate its accuracy
and utility.

Some limitations of the method can be found in cases in
which the answer depends on a parameter not included in
the input of our system; therefore, it will be difficult to
perform an acceptable evaluation. Another drawback is
that LIBELLULA is based entirely on the models proposed
by SAMT99 and 3DPSSM and it cannot provide any
evaluation in the case that those servers do not return any
valuable models.

As a future development, it would be interesting to
analyze the different contribution of each one of the input
information, and subsets of them, to the overall system
performances. This analysis could be interesting for future
improvements of this and other fold recognition methods.

Furthermore, given the adaptability of NNs, it may be
possible to improve the results by including additional
input information such as the following: (i) tree-determi-

Fig. 5. Result of the application of the NN to the threading outputs
analyzed at different scores of the threading programs. In this incremental
plot, circles correspond to NN predictions (including correct and incorrect
models), squares refer to server predictions, and diamonds correspond to
the amount of data used. This graph is constructed in the same way as
Figure 3.
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nant residues30,31 and correlated mutations,32–34 (ii) the
structural quality of the models (not only a Z-score thresh-
old), and (iii) details of the alignments to supplement the
results provided by the evaluation of the folds. This,
together with the addition of new servers and the combina-
tion of their predictions, will improve the results of this
approach.
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Fig. 6. Analysis of the threading and NN results at different levels of structural similarity between the known
structure of the query and target proteins. These graphs illustrate the behavior of threading programs and their
respective NNs predictions at different cutoffs of Z-score of FSSP.

Fig. 7. Evaluation of the sensitivity and specificity of the NNs. ROC
curves for a cutoff of FSSP Z-score of 10, for correct and incorrect models
and for the NNs of both servers. Each point in the curves represents the
value for a reliability of the NNs, from 9 to 0.
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